Static Hot Boxes

Store bulk quantities of hot
asphalt with a Proteus Static Hot
Box, for purchase or hire
A Static Hot Box is a great way to cut costs
and increase productivity. Sending multiple
gangs to and from the asphalt plant each
morning costs untold time and money. With
a Static Hot Box, you can get bulk loads of
material delivered to your yard, then load it
out from there into smaller vehicles or
mobile Hot Boxes. No travel time, no queueing time, just lots more time getting on with
the job at hand!
Proteus oﬀers Static Hot Boxes in a choice of
fuel options: the GS range runs on propane
gas, and the DS Boxes can run on either
kerosene or diesel. They are available in a
range of capacities from 12 to 36 tonnes,
and we can even build custom size units if
you have any special requirements.
All our Boxes will keep your asphalt hot and
up to spec for 2-3 days, and are available
with remote control operation of the lids
and door for added convenience and
increased safety. They can be hired for
periods as short as four weeks, and we also
oﬀer very competitive rates for long-term
rental contracts.

‘GS’ range - propane
The GS range of Static Hot Boxes utilise
our clean-burning propane gas heating
system. This setup provides an even,
gentle heat across the Box ﬂoor, and is
ideal for preventing hot and cold spots.
The cleanliness of propane also allows us
to vent the exhaust gases internally,
providing not only very fast re-heating
after the Box has been opened, but also
an oxygen-reduced environment that
helps slow down material oxidisation and
crusting. Standard capacities in the range
are 12, 24 and 26 tonnes.

‘DS’ range - diesel or kerosene
Our DS spec Hot Boxes can be converted
to run on either diesel or keroesene, and
incorporate an integral bunded fuel tank.
In terms of running costs they are very
similar to the GS range, so it is generally
just down to customer preference. The DS
Boxes may be attractive to those who
want a fuel system that is more portable
and accessible than bulk propane gas.
Standard capacities in the DS range are 20
and 30 tonnes.
See our website for video demos.
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